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 defines the third level of protection so that you are able to see what is going on in your system and intervene. Download the free
evaluation version to experience this award-winning system firsthand. Try this demo now. Your Email Address: We will never

sell, rent, loan, or give away your email address, and we will never spam you. Join Vipre Mailing List Thank you for
subscribing. You will receive an email from TechTarget and Vipre Secure from spiceworks.com. Please click on the link in that
email to confirm your subscription. Cisco Wireless Network Penetration Prevention + Alerts is a command-and-control (C&C)
honeypot, and was developed to attract and deceive attackers and identify them before they do harm. Vipre C Cisco Wireless
Network Penetration Prevention + Alerts: Enterprise Edition is an enterprise-ready product that helps organizations prevent

wireless attacks by capturing and analyzing traffic in real time. It is a command-and-control (C&C) honeypot, and was
developed to attract and deceive attackers and identify them before they do harm. It provides three levels of protection against

wireless attacks: strong, medium, and weak. **Level 1** - The strong level of protection provides a reliable way to identify and
block known wireless attacks. When Level 1 protection is enabled, network scans are performed and detected anomalous traffic
is blocked at Layer 2. This prevents known exploits and attacks, and gives administrators control over the type of traffic being
blocked. The strong level of protection includes: • An IP address block list to protect against known attacks • An IPS signature

list to protect against known attacks • UDP and TCP SYN scans to detect attacks **Level 2** - The medium level of protection
provides the reliability and controls required by today’s most complex attacks. Level 2 provides a reliable way to identify and

block known wireless attacks while hiding the real IP address of the honeypot from attackers. This allows organizations to keep
their real network configuration secret, and to prevent attackers from targeting the real IP address. • IP identification (IP ID) to
hide the real IP address of the honeypot **Level 3** - The weak level of protection provides the best level of coverage against

unknown attacks. It gives organizations complete 82157476af
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